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PART I:

of the authors.)

THE LOUVIERS MANUSCRIPT AS A KEY TO A ROYAL PEDIGREE

Introduction
We no longer live in an age of lineages. Many of us trace our ancestry for the enjoyment of it, but certainly genealogical
knowledge is not as crucial for social placement as it once was. In our relatively egalitarian society, our education and
occupation are often more important than our ancestry in determining our social status, However, this was not always the
case. In Medieval and Renaissance Europe, knowledge of one's ancestry was crucial because who one was in society
was determined by the ancestors. Many families went to great efforts to record and embellish their ancestry.
In France a tool often used to preserve the family heritage was a livre de raison, a ledger. This was also known as a
liber domus meae, that is, "the book of my household." According to Roland E, MOUSNIER:
A livre de raison usually comprised three sections. First, there was the origin and history of the family,
its genealogy, kindred, and marriage connections, with dates of marriage, children's birthdays, and dates
of deaths. Next, everything to do with the patrimony and with the management of property, income,
expenses, savings, and investments. Finally, counsels concerning religion, morals, behavior--great basic
principles, duties to God, one's neighbor, and one's self; the respect, honor, and obedience due to one's
mother; the affection and deference to be shown to parents; and the unity to be maintained between
brothers'
Although a son could start his own livre de raison, he would usually inherit the father's and just keep adding to)t. The
book would pass down through the generations and solidify the idea of lineage.
The livre de raison translated in this paper comes from the Bibliotheque de Louviers [the town library], Normandie
(Eure), France, and will be henceforth referred to as the Louviers manuscript. The Louviers manuscript is not a typical

.

Gail F, Moreau is a French teacher and head of the Foreign Language Department at Pontiac Northern High
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livre de raison. It is missing the story of the family's origins, the details of family business, and quaint philosophies of
domestic life. Nevet1heless, it is alive with intriguing genealogical information. Its crucial importance lies in the fact
that this document is the key to the royal ancestry of Catherine DE BAILLON, the ancestor of many French-Canadian
families including: MIVILLE-DESCHENES, NIQUET, and HAREL2
This article is divided into four parts. The fIrst part covers briefly the story of Catherine de Baillon, her de MarIe
ancestry, and the role of the Louviers manuscript in proving her royal pedigree. The second part is an introduction to the
translation of the Louviers manuscript that follows in the third part. The fourth part is a critical examination of Louviers
manuscript and the evidence of a connection to royal ancestry.
Catherine de Baillon
Catherine (or Marie-Catherine) DE BAILLON was born around 1645, probably at Montfort-I' Amaury, lIe-de-France
(Yvelines), France.' Her parents were Alphonse DE BAILLON, Ecuyer, Seigneur de La Mascotterie, and Louise DE
MARiE She immigrated to New France as afille dE roi probably around October 1669. As a Daughter of the King she
was part of a royal government sponsored program to bring suitable young women into the colony for the purpose of
marriage. On 12 November 1669 at Notre-Dame de Quebec she married Jacques MIVILLE-DESCHENES, the son of
Pierre MIVILLE-LE SUISSE and Charlotte MONGIS. Her marriage contract reveals that she had a dowry of 1,000
livres. This was exceptional compared to most other Daughters of the King. The King usually provided them with a
modest dowry of 50 livres. In addition, many women had other funds raising their dowries up to several hundred livres,
but few had a thousand livres. This confmns in part that her mother gave her a considerable sum before her departure.'
Catherine and Jacques had seven children and she died at Riviere-Ouelle, Kamouraska County, Quebec on 27 January
1688, on the same day her husband died.

The de Marie Family
In the 194Os,Pere Archange GODBOUT published the results of his research on the DE BAILLON and DE MARLE
families back in France.' Most of !tis research was based on documents found in the collection of the d'Hozier faniily of
royal genealogists in the Biblioth€que nationale dE Paris, and the papers of the Chiltelet de Paris, register of insinuations,
at the Archives nationales dE Paris. He was able to establish Catherine DE BAILLON's ancestry back seven generations.
It is her mother, Louise DE MARLE, and her ancestry that interests us here. The summary of DE MARLE liueage
according to GODBOUT is as follows:
Jean I, Seigneur de MARLE, was married to a Gillette DE THIENBRONNE [sic.], from the country of
Flanders, and they had a son:
Jean II de MARLE, Seigneur de Villiers-St-Paul [near Creil, lIe-de-France (Oise)], flourished arouud
1485, and Sibylle LE BLOND, had a son:
Waast I de MARLE, Ecuyer, Seigneur de Vaugien [near Paris, lIe-de-France (Yvelines)] and part of
Villiers-St-Paul, flourished 1487-1522, and Jacqueline DUPUIS, had a son:
Claude de MARLE, Ecuyer, Seigneur de Vaugien and de Sargis [in the parish of St-Remy, near
Chevreuse, lIe-de-France (Yvelines)], flourished 1549-1571, died before 15 January 1571, marriage
contract by Michel VINDRAS, tabellion, Epernay-sur-Mame, Champagne, (Mame), France on 20 July
1545 to Antoinette LHUILLIER, had a son:
Waast II DE MARLE, Ecuyer, Seigneur de Vaugien, flourished 1586-1608, married by 18 July 1586 to
Marguerite LE SUEUR, had a son:
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Mathurin DE MARLE, Ecuyer, Seigneur de Vaugien, de Ragonan, and de la Vacheresse, and Anne
BIZET, had a daughter:
Louise DE MARLE, the wife of Alphonse DE BAILLON and mother of Catherine DE BAILLON.
Although GODBOUT recorded the parents of Jean II DE MARLE as Jean I DE MARLE and Gillette de
THIENBRONNE, he was skeptical of this connection and any preceding ancestors. He based this lineage mostly on the
Cabinet d'Hozier, vol. 228, and neglected to include the earlier generations listed in the Dossiers Bleus, vol. 429, because
he was suspicious of the source,
Godbout shared his notes referring to these earlier generations with a fellow Montreal Franciscan, Henri DESNOYERS,
alias Pere PACOME. PACOME privately printed a genealogical table tracing his descent through Catherine DE
BAILLON to the Emperor Charlemagne, PACOME's work relies on the Dossiers Bleus materials that GODBOUT
refnsed to consider.' Apparently, the DE MARLE family, or the genealogist they hired, was sophisticated enough to
know the famous COUCY family in an earlier generation went by the name DE MARLE.' The pedigree they snbmitted
to prove their nobility extends back to the COUCY family. Despite the fact that this pedigree can be easily disproved for
the earliest generations, this information has been in circulation since 1944 and some genealogists have taken it seriously.
However, it does not provide sufficient proof of a DE MARLE pedigree going back to royalty.

The Royal Connection
The key to a pedigree leading to royalty is not through extending the de MarIe line any further than Jean DE MARLE.
Rather, it depends on proving the identity of Gillette DE THIENBRONNE. Rene JETTE, made this breakthrongh nsing
the Louviers manuscript,' He focused in on the following statement in the manuscript:
This .Tehan,DE MARLE was allied through marriage to a noble darnoiselle named Damoiselle Gilles DE
THIEMBRONNE daughter of the nobleman named Jehan de THIEMBRONNE, Seigneur de Merquenets
and de Marie, near Callonne Ricouart near Bethune.'
Using this clue about the name of her father, JETTE searched for information about the THIEMBRONNE family. He
found in Pere Ansehue's classic work on the French peerage that the real name of the family is BOURNEL, Seigneurs de
Thiembronne. According to this work, Jean BOURNEL, Chevalier, was the Seigneur DE THIEMBRONNE, de
Bauchain, de Lambersat, etc., and was active around 1461-1467. He was married to Julienne de Monchy. They had a
daughter named Gille BOURNEL, the wife of Louis [sic.], Seigneur DE MARLEw Despite the name being Louis
instead of Jean, JETTE believes that this confirms the link between the DE MARLE family and the BOURNEL DE
THIEMBRONNE family. It is through the B01JRNEL lineage that Catherine DE BAILLON can claim royal ancestry.
Using printed sources and the Louviers manuscript, JETTE documented this royal lineage in his Traite de genealogie.!l
In brief, Jean BOURNEL, the spouse of .Tuliennede MONCHY and the father of Gillette (or Gilles) BOURNEL DE
THIEMBRONNE, was the son of Louis BOURNEL, Chevalier (who was active around 1417-1444), and Marie-Louise
DE CROY, the daughter of .Tean,Sieur DE CROY and de Renty, and Marguerite DE CRAON.12 It is through the
CRAON family and its connection to the House of Flanders that Catherine DE BAILLON ultimately descends from
royalty,"

Conclusion
A livre de raison is unlike many other genealogical records that family historians work with. It does try to link the main
actors from generation to generation along a particular surname, but it does not necessarily provide dates and places of
event" like births, marriages, and deaths. Nor is the linkage between generations always clearly identified.
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The Louviers manuscript ouly tJJkesthe DE MARLE name back four generations from the sponsors, the brothers Waast
and Nicolas DE MARLE. Its purpose was not to recall a noble surname lineage back to the early Middle Ages. Rather
it was designed to build a spider's web of relationships for the de Maries. This web fastens the family to other
prestigious families and places it in a social context. Moreover, this web is woven in such a way that it clearly indicates
possible sources for inheritance, such as from the DELETTES family 14 The social need of the DE MARLE family to be
associated with other noble families was more important than recording detailed genealogical information. Hence the
reason why this document can be so confusing to modem genealogists. We wish to know specifically the relationship
between generations through vital records and not the prestigious position of distant relatives whose relationship is only
ambiguously identified. This document can be especially frustrating because it will often point to a relationship between
cousins and yet leave out the liuking generations. It is only through secondary sources that we have been able to figure
out some of these relationships, especially with the DE MAILLY family.
Despite the drawbacks of the Louviers manuscript, it is an exciting document because of the clues it provides and the
gateway that it opens to a royal lineage. Moreover, the end of the document does provide some dates to help pinpoint the
chronology for the later generations.
To fully appreciate the value of the Louviers manuscript, and to assess its validity and reliability, we have undertJJkenthis
critical translation, Before we proceed with the actual translation, in Part III of this series, we will address the history of
the document in Part II. We will also include some editorial comments for the reader. We then present the translation of
the manuscript in its entirety. After the translation, in Part IV, we will comment on the contradictions between it and
other sources. We will evaluate what the Louviers manuscript can contribute towards understanding the connection
between the DE MARLE and BOURNEL DE THIEMBRONNE families.
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